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Abstract

As Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities constantly evolve, its regulation can no longer remain simply an exercise in optimisation and mitigation—or maximising innovation opportunities and minimising the risk of harm. AI’s intersecting socio-economic and legal implications require dynamic governance arrangements to identify, respond to, and anticipate continually shifting regulatory imperatives. This report makes a case for a framework that not only anticipates, recognises, and assesses risks, but also responsively manages them. Such a framework would open up pathways for harmonising sovereign imperatives of building national competencies while fostering multilateral cooperation on developing globally accepted standards to facilitate the responsible deployment of AI innovation.


---

This report is based on the keynote address delivered by Dr Samir Saran in April 2024 during the event, ‘AI Policy Symposium: A Global Stocktaking’, hosted by the Stanford Institute for Human-Centered AI, Stanford University, California.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems have come a long way since 2016, when Microsoft released Tay, an AI chatbot which had to be shut down within a day after spewing racist and anti-Semitic tweets. In 2022, OpenAI introduced ChatGPT, beginning a new era for generative AI where algorithms could churn out diverse content at scale; its champions say it could contribute trillions of dollars to the world economy. The latest version of ChatGPT, at the time of writing, can process and produce information across different modalities like text, image, and video.

If the Tay experience taught the world anything, however, it is that there is a need for guardrails for AI algorithms that learn dynamically and interactively from harmful user behaviour or that draw patterns and inferences from widely prevalent human conduct with negative social, economic and political consequences. While AI’s potential for generating explicitly harmful outputs may have reduced since Tay, its effects have become less apparent as a result of the widespread use and re-use of common datasets with inherent biases across different algorithms and models. Such consequential but less visible harms have come to be entrenched and pervasive as companies continue to develop and embed AI capabilities in their products, services, processes, and decision-making.
For instance, concerns have amplified about pervasive gender and racial bias and discrimination in AI algorithms. Some AI-enabled facial recognition systems in the United States (US) have underperformed when presented with darker skin tones and criminalised historically marginalised groups. Similarly, studies in the US provide insights on how natural language models are perpetuating stereotypes particularly for identities at the intersection of gender, ethnicity, and race; hiring algorithms are discriminating against protected ones spanning religion, race, gender, and disability; and credit assessment algorithms are marginalising women. These emerging risks are exacerbated by a developer pool that is not diverse enough to consider the experiences of under-represented groups who are missing from consequential decision-making within the AI pipeline. This is compounded by the fact that countries, trying to develop national competencies in AI, have to grapple with systemic issues of data consolidation and concentration of computing infrastructure within large transnational tech companies based in the US.

Concurrently, as AI systems acquire increasingly autonomous capabilities, it raises questions around ownership and authorship of intellectual property (IP). Beginning in 2018, US computer scientist Stephen Thaler filed a series of IP applications across jurisdictions to designate his AI system DABUS (Device for the Autonomous Bootstrapping of Unified Sentience) as an inventor. His applications, sometimes more than one in a single jurisdiction, were rejected by Australia, the United Kingdom, the US, New Zealand, as well as the European Union Patent Office, which all argued that authorship of an invention can only be vested in a legal person. South Africa was the only jurisdiction that granted him favour, when in July 2021, its patent office deemed DABUS an “inventor.”

In India, the Indian Copyright Office in 2020 rejected an application of an AI system RAGHAV to be regarded as a co-author of an artistic work. Subsequently, another application where RAGHAV was listed as co-author along with its human creator was accepted. However, the office later issued a withdrawal notice asking the human co-author to inform the office about the legal status of the AI tool.

Such conundrums around IP ownership bring the attention back to the location of responsibility and liability of AI-generated outputs, more importantly in cases of adverse consequences. The very nature of AI systems—opaque, inscrutable, and autonomous—presents massive challenges
for determining liability rules. How does one trace causality and assign fault when producers are unable to foresee them due to the self-learning nature of algorithms? The fluidity of these algorithms defy traditional definitions of “product defects”, which in turn complicates the determination of liability within a given supply chain. Other approaches, for instance, defining a principal–agent relationship, would ascribe liability to the deployer and therefore have limited uptake. Meanwhile, more radical approaches of granting AI legal personhood would have to grapple with ancillary questions including whether AI can own property or enter into contracts in its name.

These instances raise more questions than answers: How would liabilities be established for AI-driven harms that stem from the perpetuation of systemic bias and suffer from attribution of blame and apportionment of liabilities? Should it be done be through a product liability regime, principal-agent relationship, or newer legal contours of AI-society interface? How should we deal with systemic issues of under-representative datasets that result from the historical over-representation of men in education and employment, underrepresentation of women in drug trials, or the failure of automobile safety tests to account for the dimensions of women’s bodies? How do we engage with emerging risks of algorithmic hallucinations, dynamic learning of discriminatory behaviour that might be a combination of systemic issues within its data and myriad user interactions? How should we address the market concentration enjoyed by data-rich Big Tech firms enjoying the cascading benefits of being first movers of Web 2.0?

Indeed, AI governance and regulation is like the many-headed Hydra, presenting policymakers and regulators with persistent and seemingly intractable challenges. The development of AI involves an entire ecosystem of stakeholders and conditions with differential control and distribution of resources. AI also defies the clear delineation of cause and effect or direct evaluation of potential harms given its opaque nature, general-purpose application, and cross-effects across domains. These leave regulators grappling with thorny issues to determine where individual rights end, proprietary rights begin, and AI rights take over.

Regulation thus ceases to be a matter of optimisation–mitigation, with AI having cascading socio-economic and legal implications. An attempt
to regulate certain aspects of AI may succeed, but goalposts shift and solutions to respond to them have to adapt in sync with the evolution of AI.

This report offers the ‘Moving Horizons’ framework as a plausible guide to AI regulation. Drawing on elements of responsive and risk-based regulation, ‘Moving Horizons’ aims to capture evolving and emerging regulatory trends and incorporate elements of existing regulations that in themselves may become outdated. This approach recognises the underlying conditions and shifts in the landscape and uses them to balance, on one hand, the opportunities for innovation, and on the other, the risks of adverse consequences. This involves a dynamic governance outlook, building institutional capabilities, streamlining processes through adaptive regulatory approaches, and developing regulatory and technical competencies that allow regulators to respond to changing environmental and ecosystem needs.\textsuperscript{24}
It is important to outline the most crucial underlying conditions and important shifts that frame governance priorities around AI. These can be arranged and discussed in the following three broad categories.

**The tragedy of data and digital commons**

Data is not like the traditional commons: it is not a finite resource nor is it naturally endowed, and is non-rivalrous. However, proprietary algorithms and computing infrastructure used to scrape and harvest the web for publicly available data subvert the nature of personal data ownership. This serves to undermine existing IP regimes through non-personalisation of personal data at the rate and scale at which Big Tech operates.

This stands to be amplified through existing repositories of user-generated content. With data collected and collated in composite datasets and imbued with algorithmic analysis, the original data is transformed into an analytical output over which the individual data owner ceases to have any right. This has diluted original ownership and accrual of benefits to users, with no remedial measures or redistribution of the extracted economic value to account for negative externalities and adverse consequences.

**Generative dilemmas and the global AI economy**

AI development depends on large volumes of data and computational capacity. The data troves possessed by Big Tech companies like Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, and Google have enabled them to train large AI models with positive feedback loops. This has raised anti-competitive concerns in many jurisdictions, predominantly the European Union (EU). These systemic issues give rise to newer predicaments that need to be managed—i.e., the dilemma of competition or collaboration, and the current market structure within AI development and deployment that enables or constrains that.
At present, there is limited work on incorporating consumer-facing evaluation metrics for transparency and accountability to inform consumers of the AI system’s risks in the form of bias and discrimination that can be encountered upon use. Given that the incorporation of evaluation algorithms increases computational and development cost, companies are faced with the choice of either securing their systems to build trustworthy AI or maximising the speed of innovation without guardrails. The dilution of national and plurilateral capabilities to legislate and the demand for a multistakeholder approach on tech governance, broadly, and AI specifically, have created largely unregulated and ungoverned spaces that do not provide regulatory signals for good behaviour by corporations. While leaders of Big Tech firms have, at least in principle, endorsed the idea of regulating AI, there is little consensus on what such regulation should look like. Therefore, more attention is needed on the speed of deployment, the regulatory interface (or the lack of it), and the costs and consequences of such rapid deployment.

**Skin in the AI game**

Globally, the US and China are the current hubs of AI innovation; the EU, meanwhile, having adopted its landmark AI Act in 2024, stands at the forefront of AI regulation. This distance between the centres of innovation and regulation foreshadows the extra-territorial scope with which EU AI regulations operate. Particularly, the developing world is largely relegated to being data providers to the more advanced centres of innovation where much of the revenues and economic benefits accrue. This leads to conditions where the developing world ends up providing either critical resource for AI innovation or becoming the subject of AI regulation which constrains its competitive capacity to innovate and participate in the global AI economy.

AI development thus continues to be both extractive and skewed, and those that contribute to the development and evolution of AI solutions with their personal data remain unserved or marginally served. Consequently, given these nodes of influence, corporations and platforms engage with key capitals such as Brussels in the developed world on regulation while ignoring the rest, further deepening the gaps in capabilities and capacities.
The conditions currently undergirding regulatory concerns on AI are reinforced by perversions in the market. This section outlines two case studies—the defence sector and the sex robot industry—to illustrate the negative externalities engendered by AI systems and the deep and pervasive inroads they have made so far.

**Defence sector**

Global demand for dual-use emerging technology-driven military capabilities is witnessing a surge and is increasingly being fulfilled by firms outside the defence-industrial base. In the US, for instance, defence tech start-ups have proliferated over three phases in the last two decades, with the most recent wave in 2018-2023 dominated by emerging technologies like AI/Machine Learning. Major powers are making investments in developing military applications of AI.

For instance, the US Department of Defense has made a US$1.8-billion budget request in 2024 for AI, with China spending just a tad less, at US$1.6 billion yearly on AI. Increased investment in AI start-ups by defence players has caused the market to reach a value of US$9.23 billion in 2023. The autonomous counter-drone systems are poised to be operationally ready in 2024, with the market expected to reach US$2.1 billion. Devising autonomous and AI-powered smart munitions, systems, and weapons will shape both the design and principles on which AI may be regulated or made accountable.

**Secretarial and sex robot sector**

The most prolific consumer-facing application of robots so far has been in the form of voice assistants and sex companions. While Amazon’s Alexa has been programmed to refrain from engaging with questions of sexually explicit or harassing nature,
developers have reported that at least 5 percent of user interactions with the voice assistant are unambiguously sexually explicit.\textsuperscript{42} That voice assistants are gendered as female, assigned secretarial roles, and programmed to give docile responses to verbal abuses highlight the deep biases in real life that seep into the virtual.\textsuperscript{43}

In 2022, the sex robot industry was valued at US$200 million, with an estimated 56,000 sex robots sold per year, each priced anywhere between US$5,000 and 15,000.\textsuperscript{44} Psychosexual therapists say sex robots can be beneficial for those who find intimate relationships difficult or are surviving trauma.\textsuperscript{45} At the same time, researchers warn that these robots increase the objectification of women and children and alter perceptions of consent that would otherwise be considered illegal, with some models simulating rape scenarios.\textsuperscript{46}

This raises pertinent questions about differential regulation of civil and military uses for dual-use technologies, and implications for civil and criminal law. These concerns are undercut by two other driving factors as discussed in the succeeding section.
The consolidation and centralisation of innovation in AI comes on the heels of the transformations that marked the advent and evolution of the Web 2.0. During this time, social media companies became repositories of large volumes of user-generated content which are reinforced through the continued use of such platforms. These data troves become the foundational basis on top of which such platforms are able to scale and drive demand for their cloud computing infrastructure services. AI arguably marks the end of decentralised innovation of the internet. Earlier, defence research such as in the case of the United States’ Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency was outsourced to a number of different companies. The resulting architecture of the internet facilitated multi-nodal innovation with decentralised computational advancements powering the advent of digital societies. AI innovation is, however, marked by centralisation, given large data pools and computing capabilities needed for the development of AI models. Both of these are possessed by a few, predominantly the Big Tech firms that dominated the previous rounds of digitalisation. This enabled them to acquire and capitalise on massive data troves of user-generated content. Thus, they have the capacity and resources to invest and build overwhelming compute capabilities even as they mine vast reservoirs of data. This presents newer entrants with an unequal and a near insurmountable playing field. It is a vicious cycle as all newcomers need to depend on compute capabilities offered by the large corporations and rely on their infrastructure, such as cloud services.
which drives further consolidation. In sum: the large capital investments required for developing foundational models and computational capacity inhibits market entry in this space. Yet, green shoots are slowly appearing through local ecosystem investment, open-source models, and institutional support and funding. Are these sufficient and rapid enough? And how will this current business environment affect the important questions around accountability?

This aspect is important. Given the risks stemming from AI systems and lack of consensus on an established liabilities regime, companies could shield themselves behind an invisible safe harbour of their own making wherein they could dismiss any attribution of risks of harms to themselves and avoid acknowledging any responsibility. Intermediary liability protections, in a new avatar, may absolve AI providers of harmful product development and service provision. According to Google’s generative AI additional terms of service, for example, the company will not be claiming ownership of content generated by AI systems. While the aim of the policy is to allow users to claim ownership without any copyright issues, it complicates designation of liabilities in adverse consequences. In general, the legal architecture is unable to keep pace with the rapid developments in the AI space and there is a real fraying of both domestic and international regimes. Interested parties are perhaps investing in this state of flux with respect to the legal approaches for governing AI.
Ethics as Obfuscation of International Law

As a case in point, global AI governance and regulations have tended to be limited to AI ethics as a mode; these ethical principles bypass systems of international law by virtue of their being non-binding. Consequently, such toothless principles either become meaningless as they work at cross-purposes with technical realities (e.g., the dichotomy of preserving privacy while ensuring representative datasets), remain isolated with narrow sectoral focus, or lack consequences because of their non-binding nature. The translation of normative ethical prescriptions into technical codification poses challenges. For instance, the treaty on AI adopted by the Council of Europe in May 2024—the first legally binding treaty of its kind—lacks clear specifications for the delineation of obligations beyond adherence to normative principles. The treaty does not explicitly address questions around liabilities and responsibilities, which are important for redressing harms arising out of AI systems.

For its part, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution on AI early this year, but stopped short of proposing some form of discussion on changes that may be needed to international law. This is particularly important given the transnational nature of the AI systems, the predominance of the English language as a form of data on which AI systems are trained, and under-representation within the AI development life cycle along with global inequalities in national AI competencies.
The regulation of AI development has to contend with multiple, interrelated realities as discussed in the earlier sections of this report. These require the management of systemic conditions that pervade the system in the form of market concentration, unequal distribution of resources, or under-representation in datasets and the developer community. Systemic conditions originate from multiple sources, affect different actors within the ecosystem, and propagate rapidly, resulting in a domino effect. This highlights the nature of pervasive harms within AI systems, as a result of which it becomes difficult to determine the exact source of emerging risks as they get enmeshed in algorithms, models, and self-learning AI systems. These conditions within its design process shape how and on what AI models are trained that lead to the dynamic emergence of risks as algorithms continue to learn through user interactions. These include AI hallucinations, and biased, discriminatory, or toxic outputs.

While the EU AI Act utilises a risk classification mechanism, risk management in practice becomes a matter of attention shaping and intervention. Moreover, risk-based regulatory approaches, while being implemented, are affected by differing levels for risk tolerance across jurisdictions and sectors and are shaped by different interpretations of normative principles for evaluation. However, technological and AI systems can contain residual risks even when significant operational controls are being implemented. This highlights the need to nurture dynamic governance capabilities to understand and respond to the convergence and intersection of systemic conditions and emerging
risks with stakeholder, sectoral, societal, and state choices. This is also important for balancing the competing concerns of fostering innovation in tandem with risk mitigation, thereby reinforcing the need for strategic alignment of resources, conditions, and actors.

AI development tends to proceed through an ecosystem of stakeholders with the triple helix of government, academia, and industry. Moreover, systemic conditions and emerging risks highlight the importance of a citizen-centric approach. This can help ensure that regulation can proceed in a responsive and deliberative manner as states develop dynamic capabilities to deal with evolving challenges from AI innovation while taking steps to address systemic conditions.

The ‘Moving Horizons’ regulatory framework draws from responsive regulation’s pyramids of support and sanctions—i.e., addressing adverse consequences while working to expand strengths and the promised potential of AI systems. Given the consideration of managing innovation and risk, it reiterates the importance of developing dynamic regulatory capabilities to identify the level of sanction or support required by actors to bring balance to optimising innovation and minimising risks. In parallel, risk-based regulation involves evaluation of the likelihood and severity of harm. The framework aims to work towards responsive management of risk and innovation. This helps develop and maintain institutional integrity while taking into account changes in the prevailing landscape.

A ‘Moving Horizons’ regulation approach involves the following components:

**Dynamic governance capabilities and strategic alignment:** Policymakers and regulators need to be in a position to deploy dynamic capabilities to sense, plan, and reconfigure competencies in response to AI innovation. This would involve identifying the problem area to be addressed and the expected incidence of impact, and outlining the regulatory scope. This would ensure it identifies the right stakeholders and mobilises the appropriate government department in visualising response to evolving AI problems and align it to current regulatory demands and social and economic concerns.

**Mapping risks, effects, and responsibilities:** The dynamic delineation of scope would then proceed through the funnel of mapping and classifying risks, severity, causes, and effects. This would then help identify, apportion, and ascribe liabilities and responsibilities to stakeholders involved in the ecosystem.
Developing frameworks of compliance and support: Once risks and responsibilities have been identified, frameworks and standards need to be developed to help businesses demonstrate their efforts to mitigate risks and minimise harm. This would involve developing procedural guidance, compliance frameworks, and standards and benchmarks for reporting through multi-stakeholder consensus between governments, businesses, users, and academia. However, standards and benchmarks need to be iteratively revised based on stakeholder feedback and evolution of technological capabilities.

Identifying modes and processes of networked escalation: The transnational power of big corporations and global inequalities in the distribution of resources for AI production and development highlights the significance of networked escalation. Signalling to stakeholders the governance capacity to implement escalations engenders more cooperative behaviour towards addressing capacity deficits. Depending on the risk classification and severity, it can begin with self-regulation, then network into non-state regulators like industry and professional bodies if self-regulation fails, followed by networking into established regulatory and government bodies aligned to the issue, to finally moving to shut down or terminate. This requires developing institutional capacity involving both traditional regulatory expertise in conjunction with technical expertise in AI.
Conclusion: Towards Responsive Harmonisation

As countries and institutions converge on key principles that must govern the development and use of AI, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the EU principles find resonance in many country position papers. However, as the development of AI is not uniform across nations, there is an AI regulatory divide between the Global North and Global South. As a consequence, there is an over-reliance on regulatory signals from developed world institutions that may not be contextually relevant for all societies. This highlights a need for multilateral initiatives and strategies that upstream sovereign imperatives for national AI competencies in line with global standards, principles, and frameworks.

To begin with, the focus of the developed world is on either AI innovation—like in the US and China—or else regulation, like in the EU. Meanwhile, in countries of the Global South, such as Brazil, Argentina, and India, AI strategies are striving, despite modest budgets, to build national competencies to drive multi-sectoral innovation. India’s national AI strategy, for instance, aims to build responsible AI ecosystems that both foster innovation and drive responsible development through safety and reliability, non-discrimination, privacy and security, and transparency. However, given the disconnect between high-level ethical principles at the global level and focus on developing national competencies at the regional and national level, harmonised and responsive regulation in the form of sovereign aims and international standards become key to sustainable AI governance.

To sum up, the ‘Moving Horizons’ regulation is an analytical and agile approach that takes responsive and risk-based regulation of AI as a point of departure while recognising the need to manage the convergence of both systemic conditions and emerging risks. To succeed, however, it needs to incorporate the following considerations:
Regulation of consequences: In the non-digital world, regulation of risks like vehicular accidents involves both physical and regulatory measures including the installation of speed breakers, imposing speed limits, and restrictions on heavy goods vehicles during certain times of the day. In AI development and deployment, the management of systemic conditions and emerging risks have called into question the heuristic human tendency to control consequences. This is because AI regulation needs to act both as a catalyst for innovation and a deterrent to risk. It reinforces the role of responsibility and obligation to develop, innovate, and manage the convergence of multidimensional nature of risks within AI governance. It proposes a mode of regulation wherein rule-making for responsible innovation is informed and guided by a principled approach rather than normative ideals becoming an abdication of rule-making. This becomes particularly important as developing countries grapple with global inequalities in terms of resources for AI development while trying to protect citizens from risks of harms from proliferating applications in multiple sectors. It highlights the need to establish procedural frameworks and standards of safety evaluation.

The pandemic paradigm: During the pandemic, time-critical and life-saving vaccines against COVID-19 went through a three-stage testing process. This included sandboxes to test the innovation in a controlled environment, followed by population-scale testing, and only then, moving to commercial applications. This was done to prevent unintended and adverse consequences even when lives were at stake. The three-tier ‘innovation to market’ tech absorption framework provides a blueprint for safety and quality control and helps establish procedural guardrails or speed-breakers for profit-maximising innovation at the cost of safety and security. This could include, for example, highlighting the consequences of importing foundational AI models in local and contextual applications and how layers of algorithms on top of it come to determine the nature of its effect for local populations.

Algorithmic accountability: Procedural guardrails can only be effective when complemented by suitable frameworks of evaluation. This requires the establishment of standards, benchmarks, and audit mechanisms to institute systems of accountability and transparency which become necessary to designate systems as operationally safe. These require documentation and traceability, like in the case of financial audits with annual or periodic evaluations to detect, manage, and mitigate emerging AI harms. While a number of technical and evaluative algorithmic auditing approaches do exist, these are in dire need of standardisation to establish suitable compliance practices.
A lack of universal standards and frameworks continues to be a crucial challenge underlying inconsistencies in AI governance worldwide. This highlights the importance of forging multilateral cooperation, at one level, to arrive at internationally acceptable and harmonised standards. At the same time, it necessitates national governments to evaluate and develop regulatory mechanisms to build institutional capacities and frameworks to harness and manage AI-driven transformations currently underway in their jurisdictions. The ‘Moving Horizons’ approach provides a template for countries seeking to harness AI’s potential for positive impact while mitigating potential harms due to the dynamic and emerging risks of AI systems.
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